
Extract from response to task: Compare and contrast the presentation of the coast in Texts A-C (Summer 2018) – the three unseen texts were: ‘Break, Break, 
Break’ by Tennyson (Text A); an extract from Channel Shore (travel writing) (Text B); a transcript from Coastal Path (TV documentary)(Text C)
Contrastingly, Text B avoids the emotional tone of Text A, perhaps due to its purpose of entertaining the reader, rather than as an exploration of personal 
emotion like that of Tennyson’s poem. The text begins with the prepositional phrase ‘in a deckchair’, immediately evoking a sense of pleasure and serenity. 
The lexis of relaxation is continued through modification such as ‘hot’ and ‘friendly’, suggesting a pleasant day at the seaside with which the reader is likely 
to empathise. The coast is presented as location in which to relax rather than to purge overwhelming emotion. Additionally, the contrast between the texts is 
continued in the description of the sea as ‘pale-blue topaz.’ The modifier ‘pale’ within the compound adjective connotes serenity, a strong contrast with Text 
A, further emphasised by the noun phrase ‘amiable waves’, the personification depicting the coast as a friendly and safe location, unlike the destructive force 
shown in Tennyson’s poem.

Success criteria:
AO1 Terminology      AO2 Quotations+comments on meanings     AO4 Connections

Also notice:
Adverbials to introduce ideas Speculative and tentative language Alternative readings where possible   Embedding of quotations   

WJEC English Language and Literature Unit 4 Section A: Unseen texts

Introduction: outline the 
genres/audiences/subject/
purposes of the three unseen 
texts. Identify key similarities/
differences in attitudes to 
theme/subject-matter.
3 or 4 main paragraphs – in 
each: Analyse a key similarity 
or difference between 
2 or 3 of the texts, using 
the Statement-Evidence-
Analysis model to explore 
HOW meanings are created. 
Use poetic terminology and 
spoken language terminology 
when relevant. Consider genre 
conventions and likely effects 
on readers/audiences.
Conclusion: Evaluate 
effectiveness of the three texts 
in achieving their purposes.

Suggested essay 
structure

AO1: Terminology; written 
expression
(15 marks)
AO2: Meanings
(15 marks)
AO4: Connections (30 marks)
Total 60 marks=60 minutes

Key Words from 
Assessment Objectives

Adverbials; stative/
dynamic verbs; common/
proper/concrete/ abstract 
nouns; adjectives; 
pronouns; simple/
compound/complex/
minor sentences; noun 
phrases; connotations; 
similes/metaphors/
personification; 
alliteration; declaratives/
imperatives/interrogatives/
explanatories; caesura/
enjambement/rhyme/
rhythm/free verse/
rhyming couplets/
alternate rhyme/iambic 
pentameter/Petrarchan/
Shakespearian sonnet; 
micropauses; stress; 
intonation; audience; 
ethos/pathos/logos

Key Linguistic/
literary terms (AO1)To reinforce To elaborate

To undermine To validate
To highlight To subvert
To exemplify To critique
To establish To query

Writers’ intentions

Likewise; in comparison; 
equally; in the same way; 
similarly
On the other hand; however; 
contrastingly; unlike; 
conversely; alternatively

Key words/phrases 
for signposting 
connections (AO4)

Demonstrates that; Signifies 
that; Is evidence of…; Alludes 
to; Reveals how; Suggests that; 
Illustrates the way in which

Explanation phrases


